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Foundations of Quranic Personality
01َأَ.َ-,َ ا*ُ(ِ)&%ُ#َن

Mature Quranic Personality
ِ>&;َ:ُدا2ِ4ٰ5678

Family System
ً 1ُ#اأَ?AُEَُF@ َوأAُBِ-&Cَ@ ?َ:را

Social System
ِاHI&:هُ 6J0ُواِا;&K&َL 6Mَا�NَOPَر�QRٰ1ََو

Collective System
�ِSِ8#Tَُِ�َو�رU0ََِى�اI�WََPا�#(ُH0XَُL�Mَ



SESSION 1: Foundations of Quranic Personality

OBJECTIVES
1. Recap the tafseer of Surah al-Muminoon ayat 1-11 .
2. Know the meaning of the individual terms: Falaha, khushoo, laghw, and raa’oon etc.
3. Analyse the main concepts and attempt to highlight links between the main concepts and carry 
     out  a group activity.

Introductory Points
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• Revelation

• Context

• Theme of this Passage > Sifat al-Muminoon
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Certainly will the believers have succeeded. (1)

And they who are observant of zakah. (4)

They who are during their prayer humbly submissive. (2)

And they who turn away from ill speech. (3)
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And they who are to their trusts and their 
promises attentive. (8)

And they who guard their private parts. (5)

Except from their wives or those their right 
hands possess, for indeed, they will not be 
blamed. (6)

But whoever seeks beyond that, then those 
are the transgressors. (7)
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They are the inheritors. (10)

Who will inherit al-firdaus They will abide 
therein eternally. (11)

And they who carefully maintain their prayers. (9)
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Group Activity 

Answer the following questions in your groups and then be ready to present the answers.

Task 1. 
Scenario: A non-Muslim visits your open day and he would like to know more about prayer in Islam. 
Activity: In light of Surah al-Muminoon, explain what salah is to a non-Muslim.

Task 2. 
How would you go about categorising the deeds mentioned here? e.g. those that relate to personal life 
vs public life OR those that are related to the rights of Allah vs rights of His creatures.

Extended Learning:

Prepare a personal development checklist based on these ayaat.

Stick up the check list somewhere you will view it everyday e.g. your fridge, mirror etc.



SESSION 2:  The Mature Quranic Personality

OBJECTIVES
1. Learn the tafseer of the ayaat.
2. Understand the main qualities needed to attain a mature personality in light of the revelation.
3. Realise the importance of this section related to the personal development of a daee. 

Introductory Points:

a. What is the link between Session 1 and Session 2 ?

b. Overview of the main topics and the context of this surah to fully appreciate the  
    powerful impact this section should have on us.
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i. Makkee surah

ii. The context of these ayaat: the mushrikeen and their allegations and abuse. 
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And the servants of the Most Merciful are those who walk upon the earth easily, and when the ignorant 
address them [harshly], they say [words of ] peace,. (63)

Dawah Perspective:

i. The two main characteristics of the daee:

ii. What to expect when engaged in dawah & thus be prepared. SMART, read body language, NLP etc

iii. This is the practice of the proactive daee during the daytime. 

VOCAB +#ً2ٰ3َ 52ُ6ِ7َٰن +ً859َ
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And those who spend [part of ] the night to their Lord prostrating and standing [in prayer]. (64) 
And those who say, "Our Lord, avert from us the punishment of Hell. (65) 
Indeed, its punishment is ever adhering; Indeed, it is evil as a settlement and residence." (66)

Dawah Perspective:

i.  Inner strength and perseverance will only be sustained if we have a relationship with Allah.

ii. Emaan in the akhirah and conviction of the severity of jahannum motivates one to work hard.

iii. This is the practice of the introspective daee during the night time.  Falling down and standing back up.

VOCAB +:ً+;َ:ُ ً ُ:<,=ََ;&ّا َ?&َا:,+ً Aَِ.@,=5َُن
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Tadabbur:

i. Abu Bakr (RA) was an exception.

ii. Parameters and guidelines - relative to individual circumstances - that is the real balance. Subhan-Allah!

And [they are] those who, when they spend, do so not excessively or sparingly but are ever, between that, 
[justly] moderate.  (67)

VOCAB 5Bََاً:+ Aَ;,=ُ&ُوا 5ُDِ&>ُAا أE8ََُ;5ا
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Dawah Perspective: Tawba and the idea of ‘original sin’.

Except for those who repent, believe and do righteous work. For them Allah will replace their evil deeds 
with good. And ever is Allah Forgiving and Merciful. (70) 
And he who repents and does righteousness does indeed turn to Allah with [accepted] repentance. (71)
VOCAB Hَ+َب

And those who do not invoke with Allah another deity or kill the soul which Allah has forbidden, except by 
right, and do not commit zina. And whoever should do that will meet a penalty. (68) 
Multiplied for him is the punishment on the Day of Resurrection, and he will abide therein humiliated.(69)

VOCAB +ً8+6َ:ُ +:ً+َIَا 5ُ8JَAَن
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And those who say, "Our Lord, grant us from among our wives and o!spring comfort to our eyes and make 
us an example for the righteous." (74)

Dawah Perspective: Family Involvement

And those who do not testify to falsehood, and when they pass near ill speech, they pass by with dignity. (72) 
And those who, when reminded of the verses of their Lord, do not fall upon them deaf and blind. (73)

VOCAB K&LَِAوا Mِ&َاً:+ 5N%2'ا ا'KJور
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 Those will be awarded the Chamber for what they patiently endured, and they will be received therein with 
greetings and [words of ] peace. (75) Abiding eternally therein. Good is the settlement and residence. (76)

+:ً+;َ:ُ ً ُ:<,=ََ;&ّا Pً%@QَِH PَD&Nُ'ا

Tadabbur:

VOCAB



SESSION 3: Family System

OBJECTIVES
1. Learn the tafseer of the ayaat.
2. Understand the individual terms.
3. See the importance of taqwa in the tarbiya of a righteous family unit.

Introductory Points:

a. Revelation

b. Context

c. Status of the Prophet (SAW) and his wives (RA)
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Lessons:

O Prophet, why do you prohibit [yourself from] what Allah has made lawful for you, seeking the approval of 
your wives? And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful. (1) 
Allah has already ordained for you [Muslims] the dissolution of your oaths. And Allah is your protector, and He 
is the Knowing, the Wise. (2)

VO
CA

B

RMُTَ5:َ Pَ %2,QَِH :َ&Vَ,+ت WNَِ=,.,َH
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Lessons:

And [remember] when the Prophet confided to one of his wives a statement; and when she informed 
[another] of it and Allah showed it to him, he made known part of it and ignored a part. And when he 
informed her about it, she said, "Who told you this?" He said, "I was informed by the Knowing, the 
Acquainted." (3)

أ0َ&ََض 0َ&%َف &َ6َZَا ً+,َ[,A\ِ$َ

VO
CA

B
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Lessons:

If you two [wives] repent to Allah , [it is best], for your hearts have deviated. But if you cooperate against him  
then indeed Allah is his protector, and Gabriel and the righteous of the believers and the angels, moreover, 
are [his] assistants. (4)
Perhaps his Lord, if he divorced you [all], would substitute for him wives better than you - submitting [to 
Allah ], believing, devoutly obedient, repentant, worshipping, and traveling - [ones] previously married and 
virgins.  (5)

VO
CA

B

ٍ̂ Qٰ_ِ` َٰ3 ٍ̂ ٰ=, aِ ٰB &@,6َِZ Tَ5َ: ^َN,bَ
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Lessons:

O you who have believed, protect yourselves and your families from a fire whose fuel is people and 
stones, over which are [appointed] angels, harsh and severe; they do not disobey Allah in what He 
commands them but do what they are commanded. (6)

اََ:& 5cُd,َAَن َو5ُBد 5ُBا VO
CA

B



SESSION 4: Islamic Social System

OBJECTIVES
1. Explore the passage thematically.
2. Good deeds in a social context.
3. Be able to present the Islamic social system during a dawah conversation.

Introductory Points:

a. Revelation

b. Context

c. Theme of this passage
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 :4َCُfَjِ 4َ: أَْوCُ0ُ5ََ7ََ أ;&Aِ8ْ62 ِ>&%0ََْك اkَ-ُْ;&َI :6(ِإ ۚ :ً?:Eَ5ِْ2ِْ إI0َِ88َْ#ا:Pِ6:هُ َوIِ6 إMِ0ُُوا إ;&KَْL 6Mَأ NَOPَر ٰQRَ1ََو

:4ًI7ِjَ Mًْ#1َ :4َ]ُ8َ [ْ1ُ4َ: َوCُْ7]َْ%&َL Mََو v8َُ[4َ: أُف [ْXَُL fََ.
And your Lord has decreed that you not worship except Him, and to parents, good treatment. Whether one 
or both of them reach old age [while] with you, say not to them [so much as], "u!," and do not repel them 
but speak to them a noble word. (23)

َواْ\8َ zْFُِ[pَ :4َ&%َ:َح اOx8لH ِ)2َ اYِ4َ5ْ678 َو1ُْ] رَبH ار4َjَ :4َ]ُ4ْ5َْ: َر7Bkِiَ a?ِ:َB6Pًا

And lower to them the wing of humility out of mercy and say, "My Lord, have mercy upon them as they 
brought me up [when I was] small." (24)

َرAُOPْ@ أَْ>َ-ُ@ AُTِ#ُFُ? a.ِ :4َPِْ@ ۚ إِْن AَُL#?ُ#ا Wَhِِ8:iَ .َِ{?jَ Sُ6:َن 8ِْ|َو6اWَPِ َ}Fُ#رًا
Your Lord is most knowing of what is within yourselves. If you should be righteous [in intention] - then indeed 
He is ever, to the often returning [to Him], Forgiving. (25)

ِ;Bِ] وHxَ;&ُL Mََْر 7Ixِْ;&َLًا 6E82َْ اPَوا WَAِEِْ*َْوا Sُ6X5َ ٰQَP7ْXُ8َْوآِت ذَا ا
And give the relative his right, and [also] the poor and the traveller, and do not spend wastefully. (26)



Bْ~َ:ُن Fjَ SِHP7َِ8ُ#رًا WÅِ:َBِ ۖ وjََ:َن ا6�8 إِن6 اْ*ُ&;Hxَِرjَ 2َI:?ُ#ا إِْ\َ#اَن ا6�8

Indeed, the wasteful are brothers of the devils, and ever has Satan been to his Lord ungrateful. (27)
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Indeed, the wasteful are brothers of the devils, and ever has Satan been to his Lord ungrateful. (27)

And do not make your hand [as] chained to your neck or extend it completely and [thereby] become blamed 
and insolvent. (29)

Bْ~َ:ُن Fjَ SِHP7َِ8ُ#رًا WÅِ:َBِ ۖ وjََ:َن ا6�8 إِن6 اْ*ُ&;Hxَِرjَ 2َI:?ُ#ا إِْ\َ#اَن ا6�8

إِ)62rَِ7KُْL :6 َ>&%ُْ[ُ@ اkَdِْP:َء رYٍ4َ5َْ ِ)2ْ َرXَُ. :Cَ#pُْ7َL NَHPْ] EُْB(َ Mًْ#1َ @ْ]ُ8َ#رًا َو
And if you [must] turn away from the needy awaiting mercy from your Lord which you expect, then speak to 
them a gentle word. (28)

زَْق ِ*I 2َََْ�:ُء َو0ِXَْIُر ۚ إِ?jَ Sُ6:َن KِPِ&;َ:ِدِه َ\ِ;7Bًا 7BÉَِPًا H78ا ÜُEُْ;&َI Nَ6Pإِن6 َر
Indeed, your Lord extends provision for whom He wills and restricts [it]. Indeed He is ever, concerning His 
servants, Acquainted and Seeing. (30)

0ََIَك َ)Yً8َ#-ُkْ إNَXُِ%&<ُ ٰQ8َِ وEُْ;&َL Mََ~َْ[: jُ]6 اEُhْ(َ :(ً#-ُ(َ 0َKُXَْd&َ. ÜEَْ;&8ْ#رًا  [ْKَZَْLMََو



إjُ:6Iِْ@ ۚ إِنjَ @ْ]ُ-َْd&1َ 6:َن ِ\~ْ&7B;ِjَ :ًáًا وd&XَْL Mََُُ-#ا أَوMََْدYََB�ْ\َ @ْjُ إِْ)fٍَق ۖ ?2ُhَْ ?7َْز1ُُُ[ْ@ َو
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And do not kill your children for fear of poverty. We provide for them and for you. Indeed, their killing is ever 
a great sin. (31)

And do not kill the soul which Allah has forbidden, except by right. And whoever is killed unjustly - We have 
given his heir authority, but let him not exceed limits in [the matter of ] taking life. Indeed, he has been 
supported [by the law]. (33)

إjُ:6Iِْ@ ۚ إِنjَ @ْ]ُ-َْd&1َ 6:َن ِ\~ْ&7B;ِjَ :ًáًا وd&XَْL Mََُُ-#ا أَوMََْدYََB�ْ\َ @ْjُ إِْ)fٍَق ۖ ?2ُhَْ ?7َْز1ُُُ[ْ@ َو

fًB;ِTَ َء:Tََو Yً�َ5ِ:َ. َن:jَ Sُ6?ِإ ۖ :َ?Hc8ا ا#ُP7َXَْL Mََو
And do not approach unlawful sexual intercourse. Indeed, it is ever an immorality and is evil as a way. (32)

 َfَ. :ً?:َ~-ْTُ SِHBِ8#َِ8 :َ%&-ْKَpَ 0ْXََ. :(ً#-ُْà(َ [َdِ1ُ 2ْ(ََو ۗ Hähَ8ْ:Pِ 6Mِ6ُ إU675ََم ا adِ68ا ãَْF6%&8ا ا#-ُُd&XَْL Mََو
7EُْIِْف ِ.a اd&Xَ8ِْْ] ۖ إِ?jَ Sُ6:َن َ)&%Éُْ#رًا

وP7َXَْL Mََُ#ا َ):َل اBdَِB8ْ&@ِ إaCِ adِ68:Pِ 6Mَِ أç-ُْ;&َI ٰQ6d&5َ 2ُEَ5ََْ أ60åَُهُ ۚ َوأَْو.ُ#ا Kَ8ْ:Pِْ[0ِ ۖ إِن6 اjَ 0َ]ْKَ8ْ:نَ 
Mً#ُá&Eْ(َAnd do not approach the property of an orphan, except in the way that is best, until he reaches 

maturity. And fulfill [every] commitment. Indeed, the commitment is ever [that about which one 
will be] questioned. (34)
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And give full measure when you measure, and weigh with an even balance. That is the best [way] and best 
in result. (35)

And do not pursue that of which you have no knowledge. Indeed, the hearing, the sight and the heart - about 
all those [one] will be questioned. (36)

All that - its evil is ever, in the sight of your Lord, detested. (38)

fًIِْوé&&َL 2ُEَ5َْ7ٌْ َوأB\َ Nَِ8َٰذ ۚ ِ@&BXَِd&Eُْ*ِْس ا:َ~EْXِ8ْ:Pِ َوزِ?ُ#ا @ُْd&-ْjِ إِذَا [َْBAَ8َْوأَْو.ُ#ا ا

Mً#ُá&Eْ(َ Sُْ%&<َ َن:jَ Nَáَِٰ8أُو O[jُ َاَد)ُF8ْ7َ َواÉََ;&8َْوا َë4ْ 6E8إِن6 ا ۚ @ٌ-ْ<ِ SِPِ Nَ8َ ãَْB8َ :(َ íُXَْL Mََو

Mً#ُÅ َل:َ;&ِZ&&8ْا َç-ُْ;&َL 2ْ8ََرَْض َوîْ7َِق اnَْL 2ْ8َ Nَ6?َِرِْض َ)5ًَ7: ۖ إîْا a.ِ ïِ4َْL Mََو
And do not walk upon the earth exultantly. Indeed, you will never tear the earth [apart], and you will never 
reach the mountains in height. (37)

:Cً7ُوAْ(َ NَHP0َْ َر%&<ِ Sُُá&HBTَ َن:jَ Nَِ8َٰذ O[jُ



SESSION 5: Collective Islamic System

OBJECTIVES
1. Learn the tafseer of the surah.
2. Explore the overall message being communicated in the surah.
3. Begin to see the concept of amal us saalih on a collective level.

Introductory Points

a. Period of revelation

b. Central theme and the relationship with the previous session.

c. Key terms
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TERM MEANING DETAIL

ْ OIَé&&َIَ[:ا2َIxِ68 َءاَ)&%ُ#ا O you who have believed 5 times. Address to the believers.

XَLٰ#ى Fear 5 times. Address to the believers.

ِا4َI:ن Belief 3 times. To emphasise real emaan.

اَُ\#6ة Brotherhood 2 times. The core of the collective system.
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i\;َُHُ:5ا

Lessons: 

1. Following of ‘hawa’ individually or collectively.

Lessons: 

1. Having an opinion or a ‘voice’ in a matter of deen.

2. The paramount importance of showing respect to the Prophet salAllahu alaihi wa sallam.

uََ.,QَH &67َ َs5َD 5dَُD&َHا

O you who have believed, do not put [yourselves] before Allah and His Messenger but fear Allah. Indeed, 
Allah is Hearing and Knowing (1)

O you who have believed, do not raise your voices above the voice of the Prophet or be loud to him in speech 
like the loudness of some of you to others, lest your deeds become worthless while you perceive not . (2)
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ُ$vُ&ٰت !َQََ=,:ا 5َن KwNَُA

Lessons: 

Indeed, those who lower their voices before the Messenger of Allah - they are the ones whose hearts Allah has 
tested for righteousness. For them is forgiveness and great reward. (3)
Indeed, those who call you, [O Muhammad], from behind the chambers - most of them do not use reason. (4)
And if they had been patient until you [could] come out to them, it would have been better for them. But Allah is 
Forgiving and Merciful. (5)

Lessons: 

O you who have believed, if there comes to you a disobedient one with information, investigate, lest you harm 
a people out of ignorance and become, over what you have done, regretful. (6)
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And know that among you is the Messenger of Allah. 
If he were to obey you in much of the matter, you would be in di"culty, but Allah has endeared to you the faith 
and has made it pleasing in your hearts and has made hateful to you disbelief, defiance and disobedience. 
Those are the [rightly] guided. (7) [It is] as bounty from Allah and favor. And Allah is Knowing and Wise. (8)

And if two factions among the believers should fight, then make settlement between the two. But if one of them 
oppresses the other, then fight against the one that oppresses until it returns to the ordinance of Allah . And if it 
returns, then make settlement between them in justice and act justly. Indeed, Allah loves those who act justly. (9) 
The believers are but brothers, so make settlement between your brothers. And fear Allah that you may receive 
mercy. (10)

Lessons: 

Lessons: 
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O you who have believed, let not a people ridicule [another] people; perhaps they may be better than them; nor 
let women ridicule [other] women; perhaps they may be better than them. And do not insult one another and do 
not call each other by [o!ensive] nicknames. Wretched is the name of disobedience after [one's] faith. And 
whoever does not repent - then it is those who are the wrongdoers. (11)

Lessons: 

Jَh+َa,َHُوا J#ِ2َHُوا &Lَ>,َA
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O mankind, indeed We have created you from male and female and made you peoples 
and tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble of you in the sight 
of Allah is the most righteous of you. Indeed, Allah is Knowing and Acquainted. (13)

O you who have believed, avoid much [negative] assumption. Indeed, some assumption is sin. And do not spy 
or backbite each other. Would one of you like to eat the flesh of his brother when dead? You would detest it. 
And fear Allah ; indeed, Allah is Accepting of repentance and Merciful. (12)

xَ=,N,َA ُ<5ا %>vََH !ّ%y'ا

RSُ َٰ;,Hَأ RSُ َ:َ&Mَا dََH,+ر5ُDَا
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SESSION TASKS CHECKLIST

Surah al-
Mu’minun
(ayat 1 - 10)

1. Read through your notes and the Tafsir by Ibn Kathir by visiting 
www.qtafsir.com and search for Tafsir Jalalayn online.

2. Revise and make sure you know the word for word meaning:
    Online link: http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp

Surah al-Furqan 
(ayat 63 - 77 )

1. Read through your notes and the Tafsir by Ibn Kathir by visiting 
www.qtafsir.com and search for Tafsir Jalalayn online.

2. Revise and make sure you know the word for word meaning:
    Online link: http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp

Surah ath-
Tahreem
(Complete)

1. Read through your notes and the Tafsir by Ibn Kathir by visiting 
www.qtafsir.com and search for Tafsir Jalalayn online.

2. Revise and make sure you know the word for word meaning:
    Online link: http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp

3. Watch the video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hpjuufpCDOI

Surah al-Isra
(ayat 23 - 38)

1. Read through your notes and the Tafsir by Ibn Kathir by visiting 
www.qtafsir.com and search for Tafsir Jalalayn online.

2. Revise and make sure you know the word for word meaning:
    Online link: http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp

Surah al-
Hujurath
(Complete)

1. Read through your notes and the Tafsir by Ibn Kathir by visiting 
www.qtafsir.com and search for Tafsir Jalalayn online.

2. Revise and make sure you know the word for word meaning:
    Online link: http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp

EXTENDED LEARNING

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

TASK TASKS CHECKLIST

1. QURAN 
RECITATION

Aim to recite at least 4 complete Arabic pages of the Quran along 
with the meaning on a daily basis and keep a record of your 
progress.

2. MORNING 
EVENING 
SLEEPING
ATHKAAR

Make sure you have a copy of the pocket book: Fortification of the 
Muslim by Said bin Ali bin Wahf al-Qahtani.

Start to read the Morning Supplications, Evening Supplications and 
Supplications Before Sleeping on a regular basis.

Online link: www.makedua.com

Audio:  Youtube - Search : Morning, evening or sleeping Adhkaar.

http://www.makedua.com
http://www.makedua.com
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpjuufpCDOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpjuufpCDOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpjuufpCDOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpjuufpCDOI
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://www.qtafsir.com
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
http://corpus.quran.com/wordbyword.jsp
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QFC P3   - Overview of Amal us saalih
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